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ABSTRACT
A landscape modeling system called the Across Trophic-Level System Simulation
(or ATLSS) has been developed in an effort to predict the consequences of proposed
water regulation plans for restoration of the South Florida Everglades. The ATLSS
Landscape Fish Model (ALFISH) is a component of the ATLSS package (written in
C++), which is used to provide a dynamic measure of the spatially-explicit food
resources available to wading birds, namely fish. The original (serial) ALFISH model
requires as much as 30 hours for 31-year simulations of specified scenarios. The model's
execution time has been successfully improved (by a factor of 4.5) by partitioning its data
input and executes the model simultaneously (in parallel) on those partitions. Further,
this thesis also presents how the model's communications between partitioned data have
been blocked to simulate compartmentalization effects on the input data. A minimal
effect (mostly below 1%) on the output of the original (serial) version is demonstrated.
With regard to portability, both models '(serial and parallel) have been successfully
executed on two different computing environments: an SMP (Symmetric Multi
Processor) with 14 processors and a 14-processor network cluster.
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivation
The natural systems of South Florida have been greatly impacted by human changes in
land use and hydrologic patterns over the past century, due to development. However, a
large-scale restoration effort is currently underway.

This restoration can only be

accomplished with a thorough knowledge of how changes in management will alter
environmental factors such as hydrology and how these factors in tum affect the biotic
components of the ecosystem [2].
The aforementioned restoration concerns the historical Everglades which covers
an· area of approximately I 0,500km2 , extending south from Lake Okeechobee for over
200km and from east to west about 80km at the widest point. This region includes

Everglades National Park and Big Cypress National Preserve, which is a mosaic of many
types of wetland habitats (e.g., cypress swamp, marl prairie, deep slough, mangrove
estuary), as well as some upland habitats (e.g., pine flat-woods).
Agriculture and urban water regulation structures control the water flows, so as to
be diverted away from the populated eastern parts of the Everglades, causing a drying of
the valuable wetlands in that area. Water tends to be artificially ponded in some areas,
such as the Water Conservation Areas (WCAs) to the north of Everglades National Park,
later to be released in pulses to the park when levels become too high in these areas.

These pulsed releases can cause large reversals of water depth in the areas of release,
often harming animals whose seasonal cycles are adapted to more gradual changes in
water levels.
Conclusively, water regulation has changed the picture of hydrology, which is the
dominant driving force in the freshwater wetlands of southern Florida. Changes in
hydrology during the last several decades are thought to have caused the observed
population decline in many of the species adapted to the natural water cycle. To
understand the possible effects of these historical changes and to predict the
consequences of proposed plans for the restoration of the Everglades, a landscape
modeling system, Across Trophic-Level System Simulation (ATLSS), has been
developed [2].
ATLSS models are currently designed for assessing the effects on key biota of
alternative water management plans for the regulation of water flow across the
Everglades landscape.

They are spatially-explicit, meaning that they account for

heterogeneity across the landscape.

This thesis is particularly focused on the

enhancement of one of these models, i.e., the fish model. The fish model is an important
contribution to the higher-level landscape model as a food base for the wading bird
model.
A main concern with the fish model is the average run-time for 31-year
simulation. This model (discussed in Chapter 2) is known to run for 22 to 26 hours on
450MHz Sun Ultra Spare II (Sun 220R Enterprise cluster) machine and 32 to 42 hours on
400MHz Sun Ultra Spare II (Sun Enterprise 4500 cluster) machine with different
hydrology scenarios. A significant reduction in execution time without a significant
change in model outputs is a target goal for this study.
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1.2 Objectives
To accomplish the desired reduction in run-time for the fish model, the hydrological input
data can be partitioned so that the model can be executed (simultaneously) on different
portions of the data. The data partitions used are based on regions known have more
interactions than others (as discussed in Chapter 2). Ideally, executing the modified
model on partitioned data should produce outputs comparable to those of the original
version. However, blocking communication between the various instances of the model
running on different or adjacent partitions is similar to essentially compartmentalizing the
input data. Hence, the model will execute on them as if they were separate areas. The
aggregate result is then obtained by combining each of the individual (partitioned) model
results. Another objective of this study is to execute the modified (parallel) model on two
different computing environments to achieve code portability (in C++) and compatibility
with the original (serial) implementation.

3

CHAPTER2
SERIAL ALFISH MODEL
2.1 Brief Description
The serial ALFISH model is part of the Across Trophic-Level System Simulation
(ATLSS), a software package used to evaluate alternative management scenarios for the
Florida Everglades [5]. The main objective of the ATLSS Landscape Fish Model
(ALF.ISH) is to compare, in a spatially explicit manner, the relative effects of alternative
hydrologic scenarios on fresh-water fish densities across South Florida.· Another
objective is to provide a measure of the dynamic, spatially-explicit food resources
available to wading birds.
To run the ALFISH model, which is written in C++, an appropriate water data or
hydrology model file is needed. This file contains hydrological time series data for the
model to sample during execution. The model also makes use of separate generic
functions files acting as a container or base for the model. These complex function files
comprise the landscape library of C++ basic structure classes from which the model
initializes its variables and reads in parameters. More detail on the landscape library is
provided in [ 1 1].
Each landscape cell in the landscape model library for ALFISH represents a 500m
by 500m area. The total area of the Everglades can then be represented by 4 19 x 264
cells, or a matrix 2d-array of size 4 19 by 264. This matrix is called the landscape matrix.
5

Sections 2.2 and 2.3 of this chapter will provide more details on landscape matrices. Each
element of this matrix corresponds to a landscape cell, which has three basic areas:
marsh, pond and solution holes. Solution holes are excluded from the current ALFISH
simulation. The difference between marsh and pond areas is that the latter is always
considered wet (contains water) regardless of any available water data.
The fish population model simulated by ALFISH is size-structured and is divided
into two functional groups: small and large fishes. Both of these groups are used in each
of the marsh and pond areas. Each functional group in each area is further divided into
several fish categories according to age. As the parallelization of the ALFISH model did
not really affect or rely upon these fish class categories, they will not be discussed below.
More details on the determination of these class categories can be found in [5, 6].
In general, the relation between the fish model and landscape model library
(including hydrology data) is schematically shown in Figure 1 [4]. Among the four levels
of modeling used, the ALFISH model is applied to the Intermediate Trophic Level
Functional Groups. The arrows indicate the direction of effects from abiotic forces and
lower and intermediate trophic levels to the higher tropic level species. Feedback effects
of higher trophic levels on lower and intermediate levels are also considered.

2.2 ALFISH Simulation Steps
Gaff et al. in [5] provide a flowchart diagram of the ALFISH model simulation (see
Figure 2).
During the Initialization step, at least four landscape model matrices are created
(see Figure 3) to accommodate fish population data in each functional group on each area
type. A similar data structure is also created to store the water depth and landscape
hydrology model, which will be updated every time step. This is the so-called Lower
Trophic Data.
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The fish population that occupies a landscape cell area is represented as the fish
density (bio-mass) within that cell. Each cell, as an element of these newly created

landscape matrices, contains an array of floating-point numbers representing individual
fish densities of various age classes. The length of the array corresponds to the number
of age classes for that functional group. Normally, when a fish density is referenced, the
value reflects the total fish densities of all the fish age classes combined. Figure 3 shows
the simple age and size categorization of the fish functional groups in these four
landscape matrices.
In this simulation model, spatial and temporal fluctuations in fish populations are
driven by a number of factors, especially the water level. Fluctuations in water depth,
which clearly affect all aspects of the trophic structure in the Everglades area, are
available in the hydrology data file for each time step throughout the execution of the
model.
All landscape matrices created during the simulation are of identical size (419 x
264). There are two important landscape matrices that facilitate the parallelization of the
ALFISH model. The first type of important landscape matrix is the general-mask area
inclusion matrix. The elements of this matrix have a type-defined boolean general-mask

value of ON or OFF. If the value is ON, then the cell defined by x- and y-axis coordinates
of this matrix is masked, meaning that it is excluded from the simulation run. Thus, any
references to this cell position during the run will lead to no further calculation or
process. Otherwise, the OFF general-mask value indicates that the cell will be processed.
The second type of important landscape matrix is the area-mask matrix, whose
elements contain the area identification number for the Everglades region. These
numbers, ranging from Oto 25, designate the 26 regions of South Florida (as determined
by the South Florida Water Management Model [6]). A complete listing of these regions
is provided in Appendix A. The area-mask matrix is used to determine which areas in
Everglades will be included in the current simulation. An input parameter configuration
file containing all areas to be simulated is required. If any particular area/region number
9
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is not listed in this file, all mask values in the corresponding area inclusion matrix (the
first matrix) will be set to ON, excluding that area from the simulation. This mask setup
is done during the Initialization step.
The Update Water and Lower Trophic Data step (see Figure 2) is repeated inside
the main loop of the ALFISH simulation. The time step increment of the loop is 5 days
and most scenarios used in the parallelization of ALFISH simulated up to 31 years using
the available hydrology data from January 1 , 1 965 to December 31 , 1 995. This hydrology
data, having been read during the Initialization step, is stored in memory and used to
determine lower trophic level values for each cell along the simulation time series.
However, some cells will not exploit this data and will simply be reset to a constant value
provided in the parameter configuration file.
The next step, Fish Movement Within Cells is based on changes in water depth
inside each of the respective cells. In practice, this is a movement of fishes between
marsh and pond areas, if the cell has a pond area, and to neighboring cells depending
upon the water depth within each cell. A certain percentage of fish is removed from or
added to each cell, which is pre-determined in the same parameter configuration file. The
decision to remove or add fish depends on the size and classes of the fish in the current
cell, as well as the cell's water depth. The formula for determining this decision, as well
as other important driving factors of the simulation (fish movement, reproduction,
mortality, advancing ages and sizes) are discussed by Gaff et al. in [6].
The Fish Movement Between Cells was perhaps the most important step to
analyze prior to this parallelization effort. This step differs from the previous step in that
each cell needs the information from its neighboring cells prior to the decision of whether
fish should be added or removed from that cell. For both fish movement steps, the fish
density is modified in each cell. As discussed earlier, the landscape area-mask matrix
specifies which region of the Everglades map will be included in the simulation. The fish
movement and interaction are calculated and determined for cells activated by the
corresponding element (set to OFF) in the general-mask inclusion matrix.
11

Mortality is implemented based on four factors: background age, density,

predation, and water level drop. However, as with the Fish Movement Within Cells and
the remaining simulation steps, the calculation of this variable on any particular cell is
independent from that on all other cells. The model will simply use each cell's own fish
density data value, since this value has been updated during the Fish Movement Between
Cells step and dependencies between cells, if there have been any, will already have been

taken into account.
The next three steps of the ALFISH simulation loop perform fish density
modifications to the different age classes. The Advance Age Class step will transfer fish
density values from one age class to its successor age class. The fishes in the last age
class are logically eliminated in the Mortality step, though fish removal due to non-age
related mortality factors could occur in any age and/or size classes. The Reproduction
step will add some number of fish offspring to the first age class. This number depends
on the number of fish in the reproductive age for that fish function group. To prevent the
fish population from producing too many new fish in any reproductive event, a constant
maximum reproductive density is used and specified in the parameter configuration file.
Figure 4 illustrates the modifications to the array of age classes in each cell by these three
steps.
Advancing the fish age classes and fish reproduction do not necessarily occur
every time step. Each fish functional group will only advance in age after 30 days and
will only reproduce during the appropriate time of the year. The Advance Size Class step
does not change the fish density value inside the array; instead it will simply increment a
certain integer size flag from I up to 6 inside each age class (see Figure 4). Since the
fishes advance in size every 5 days, by the time the fishes advance in age, they will also
have advanced (synchronously) through the appropriate size classes [6].
Many of the output files produced by the ALFISH model are basically layers of
landscape matrices. If the run consumes 31 years, there will be 31 layers of landscape

matrices whose elements specify the snapshot of fish densities in the areas represented by
12
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those matrix elements for a particular time of the year, e.g., January 1 , October 1 , etc. As
mentioned in the beginning of this section, to obtain the fish densities value, all fish in all
functional group layers including the age and/or size classes are combined for that
particular cell or matrix element. Some output files only represent the fish densities of the
small fish functional group. This type of output file is necessary for obtaining the fish
available for wading birds, since the birds only feed on fishes below a certain size.
The ALFISH code can be modified to produce a variety of outputs [ 6]. There are
also output files, which contain only a single layer of landscape matrices. These outputs
represent the average of fish densities for the n-year simulat ion; where normally n is the
length of simulation run (e.g., n = 3 1) . It is basically averaging the corresponding matrix
elements of the 3 1 layers of landscape matrices into a single matrix. Another type of
output file produced contains time series data. This output reflects the calculation of
mean fish density across the entire landscape matrix elements on a yearly basis.

2.3 Importance of Landscape Mask Matrices
As mentioned earlier, the two matrices of interest for this parallelization project are the
general-mask and area-mask landscape matrices. The application of both matrix types as
discussed in the ALFISH model Initialization step facilitates the specification of which
Everglades landscape regions or areas will be included in the simulation execution. The
13

general-mask matrix cells (whose mask values are set to ON) prevent the processing of
all landscape matrices cells that have corresponding x- and y-axis coordinates . The area
mask landscape matrix is then used to help the general-mask matrix assign such masks.
The parallelization of a spatially explicit model such as ALFISH typically involves
partitioning the landscape into several smaller equal-sized regions and communicating
shared data between neighboring regions [ 1 0]. In practice, the rectangular-shaped
landscape partitions are not equal-sized. Utilizing the built-in region mask in the ALFISH
model, the task of landscape partitioning becomes simpler and the landscape can even be
partitioned into irregular sizes. The common trait of each partition_ _becomes the sub
region map of the Everglades, as defined by area-mask landscape matrices shown in
Appendix A.
The landscape partitioning approach used in this research exploits the fact that the
cell area included in a particular sub-region is known to have more tightly-coupled
interactions between cells in that region of the map . Cell areas inside that sub-region have
more fish interactions than with cell areas outside the sub-region. For example, if there is
a road or a canal that separates two swamp areas, the road or the canal cannot be modeled
as a vertical or horizontal straight border separating the two regions. The somewhat
irregular region shape itself reflects the separation of those two regions by a road or canal
path. Regions or areas separated by a road or a canal will sustain less interaction between
their cells. In the case that there is actual interaction between cells separated by roads or
canals, the current parallel ALFISH model still assumes there is none. In reality, there
maybe underground ducts across a road where the fish can move between regions, and in
the case of a canal, the fish might jump or swim over it and get carried downstream. The
question of how much or how significant such fish movement is has yet to be determined .
In this parallelization effort, the goal is to simply run the ALFISH model on each
landscape partition (region) simultaneously. Additionally, by dealing with each landscape
partition separately, the ALFISH model can be arranged to block the communication of
shared data between partitioned regions, which in effect compartmentalizes the
14

Everglades sub-regions. This compartmentalization and an assessment of its effects on
the ALFISH model results are two of the primary objectives for this study.

15

CHAPTER 3
PARALLEL ALFISH MODEL
3.1 From Serial to Parallel
Modifications made to the serial ALFISH model were intended to enable the
simultaneous or parallel execution of several instances of the ALFISH model on
partitioned data. The evident result is that the parallel model runs in a substantially
shorter time than the serial version while still producing similar statistical outputs (see
Chapter 4) with differences of around 1% or less.
As with the serial versions, the parallel ALFISH model is written in C++ and to
achieve parallel execution of the model on the partitioned landscape data, MPI (Message
Passing Interface) constructs are utilized. The input data is partitioned into smaller
landscape hydrology data, with the current implementation using only 14 partitions. The
program environment and current machine architecture used to run the model (see
Chapter 4) determines the number of partitions actually used. Augmenting the number of
partitions is possible with some limitations (see Section 3.4).

3.2 Software Issues
There are several programming tools and environments available for parallelizing the
ALFISH model. The most common parallelization tool (construct) is the MPI standard.
17

This standard was created when a multilateral gathering of parallel computing users,
vendors and researchers collaborated on the specification of a complete interface for
message-based inter-process communication in a distributed computing or Local Area
Network (LAN) environment. Gropp et al. in [7] explain the concepts of a message-based
and/or message-passing model in more detail.
MPI, as a standard, is implemented via several different software libraries, two of
which are MPICH and LAM-MPI. The latter is used with the ALFISH model. The MPI
standard ensures true portability for parallel programs, and defines the necessary
infrastructure for third party software products, which can exploit parallelism [8].
Gropp and Ewing, together with the MPICH team at Argonne National
Laboratory [ l , 7], have developed MPICH for C and Fortran bindings. MPICH is also
compatible with C++ since the binding for C++ is adapted from the LAM-MPI library.
LAM (Local Area Multicomputer) was originally developed at the Ohio Supercomputing
Center and then further developed at the University of Notre Dame and Indiana
University by Andrew Lumsdaine [8]. LAM was selected for the parallel ALFISH model
as it is thought to be more native C++ and more compatible with the C++ syntax
specified in the ALFISH code. Both LAM-MPI and MPICH have similar, if not the
same, syntax for their function calls and bindings.

Some differences lie in system

settings, e.g., initialization.
LAM is a daemon-based implementation of MPI. Initially, the user must call the

lamboot program to spawn LAM daemons based on a list of host machines provided by

the user (more details on using LAM-MPI are provided in Appendix B). These daemons
remain idle on the remote machines until they receive a message to load the MPI binary
for execution. The bottom line is that MPI programs will only execute if the LAM
daemons exist in the background. At the conclusion of the MPI session, LAM daemons
are tenninated.
A parallel MPI code is invoked using the mpirun command. This executable is
followed by specification of the degree of parallelism, i.e. : the number of the data
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partitions desired, and the parallel code itself. (An example invocation of mpirun is
provided in Appendices B and C).
The MPI code standard uses ranks to identify each running process. The first MPI
function called is MPI_Ini t. This function establishes the MPI environment. Only one
invocation of MPI_Ini t can occur in each program.· MPI_Ini t will fork several
processes depending on the degree of parallelism or specification provided in the hostfile
(see Appendices B and C). The hostfile is read during the booting of LAM-MPI, i.e., after
calling lamboot.
The second and third MPI functions involved are usually MPI_Comm_rank and

MPI_Comm_s i z e. These functions assign each forked process their id (identification)

numbers and the total number of processes; these are also known as the ranks and the

sizes of the current communication world, respectively.

The forked processes

communicate with each other via a communicator. This communicator describes the
communication context as well as an associated group of processes. By default, the
communicator has the syntax MPI_C0MM_W0RLD. Its size is the number of processes
that the user has started for his/her program. The ranks are consecutive integers beginning
with O up to the total number of processes or the size, minus one. Rank O is typically
considered the master process, since it is the process that originally forked the rest of
secondary or slave processes.
Whilst there are many functions and features defined by the MPI standard, the
most important functions are the sending and receiving functions. The ALFISH model
uses the most basic of these: the blocking MPI_Send and MPI_Recv. Blocking
indicates that the function operation will not return until it finally completes - this
pertains to the synchronization primitives in the MPI standard.
The syntax for the blocking send is as follows:
MPI_Send ( address , count , datatype , des t inat i on , tag , comm )
address:

the starting memory location where the data being sent is stored.
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count:

how much or how many data of the form data type is being sent.

destination:

the rank id of �nother process which receive the data.

tag:

an integer for data or message matching purpose.

comm:

identifies a group of processes and a communication context,
which normally is MPI_C0MM_W0RLD.

The syntax for the blocking receive is as follows :
MP I_Recv ( address , maxc ount , datatype , s ource , tag , comm ,

s tatus )
addres s :

starting

memory

location

to

store

received

data,

can be less than maxcount.
datatype, tag,

defined on MPI_Send, with the addition that a wildcard,

caun:

matching any tag, is allowed.

source:

the rank of the source of the message in the group associated with
the communicator comm, or a wildcard matching any source.

status:

holds information about the actual data or message size, source and
tag .

Before the simulation program completes, the MPI_Final i z e function must be
called . Every process in an MPI-based computation must make this call to terminate the
MPI environment. With few exceptions, no MPI calls may be made after the command
MPI_Fina l i ze. MPI_Init cannot be called again.
The remaining MPI functions used in the parallel ALFISH model are
MPI_Wtime and MPI_Barr ier.

MPI_Wtime is a simple routine for timing

programs or sections of programs. It returns a double-precision floating-point number
that reflects the time (in seconds) from an arbitrary previous point in time. Calling this
routine at the beginning and end of a program segment, and subtracting the corresponding
return values, can measure the time interval of a running process.
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MPI_Barrier is used as synchronization tool, as it ensures that every process
has completed a particular part of the computation. A barrier is a special collective
operation that does not let the process continue until all processes in the communicator
have called MPI_Barrier. The barriers ensure that all processes have reached the same
point in the code and are ready to proceed.
Now, it is time to take a closer look .at the parallel ALFISH code design.

3.3 Program Detail
By exploiting the master-slave concept for MPI processes, the ALFISH model can be
configured as one master process with 13 slave processes. For convention, the master
process is referred to as POwhile slave processes are referred to as P l to P13.
An important addition to the program is the strategic arrangement of eleven
integers that hold crucial information for MPI parallelization. To make the modification
simpler, this arrangement is called a global array. The 14 processes are created with the
intention that they are either run on 14 computers that are networked together, or on a
computer with 14 processing units. This number of processor to be used is driven by the
programming environment and machine architectures available for simulation execution.
In this study, 14-processors reflects the number of machines in a LAN (cluster) or the
number of processors in an SMP (Symmetric Multi-Processor). More details on the two
programming environments used in this research are provided in Chapter 4.
The premise of a master process is that both the process and processor (which gets
the master rank) collect data results from the slaves and then output them properly. Each
slave is in charge of one piece of a smaller data partition. These partitions have their
masks set so the corresponding processor will only process the intended area or sub
region. The breakdown of which Everglades' s area is assigned to a certain slave number
and the total number of 500m by 500m cells in that area is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Area breakdown used for the parallel AL FISH model.
Processor #

PO
Pl
P2
P3
P4
PS
P6
P7
P8
P9
PIO
Pl I
P12
P13

Sub-resdon (area) #

None
0
1
2
3
4 (+ 25)
5
6, 7
19, 20
1 8, 2 1 , 22
8, 1 1
9, 1 0
12, 1 3, 1 4
1 5 , 16, 1 7

Total Cells

0
25 1 2
1 744
496
28 1 6
4960
1 600
2544
3936
7284
3096
864
8688
3708

The Table 1 breakdown only represents one possible scenario for the simulation.
To create other scenarios, one can simply change the area number inclusion for a
particular processor 1 •
Areas 23 and 24 (see Figure 2 1 in Appendix A) are not included in any of the
processor bindings. Those areas are excluded from the simulation, as they are too urban
for any significant fish population.
Following the specification in Table 1 , the first six elements of the global array of
eleven crucial integers are dedicated for the area or sub-region inclusion. The global array
proc_work_area [ 1 1 ] , has its elements defined as follows:
0 - 5 contain the area mask number for the respective processor to work on;
6 - 9 contain the maximum and minimum values of x- and y-axis coordinates of
those areas represented, as laid out by the landscape matrix;

1

With the exception of area 4. The serial ALFISH model includes area 25 with any sub-region containing
area 4.
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10

contains the total number of 500m x 500m cells included in those areas,
i.e., the value specified by the third column of Table 1.

Each processor assumes different values for its global proc_work_area
integer array, depending on each individual assignment.

Only six elements were

dedicated for area inclusion, so each processor will only be able to handle a maximum of
six sub-region areas of the Everglades. The current model ignores the assignment of
more than six areas.
Using the maximum and minimum values of x- and y-axis coordinates increases

efficiency. The processes do not have to traverse an entire copy of the landscape
matrices to find their assigned cells. These values are also important for the master
process. It uses them to determine where to store the fish density values received from the
slave processes and to produce the final aggregate of landscape matrices with
appropriately-placed fish density values.
Figure 5 provides the pseudo-code as well as the key differences between the
serial and parallel ALFISH models. By ( rank= = O ) , the parallel code specifies that that
portion of code is executed by the master process, while ( rank ! = 0 ) indicates slave
processes. The entire serial code, of course, is run by just one process.
In the parallel version, the master process does not run the body of the simulation,
specified by the f i sh_run code. All the slave processes execute the f i sh_run code.
However, because they have different mask value sets, they execute that code for
different parts of the study area, which is considerably smaller than the entire area
processed by the serial model. At the end of each loop, each of the processes sends their
results to the master. The master collects them and outputs them yearly, and generates
the summary output at the end of a simulation. The annual output is usually a snapshot of
fish density distribution on the landscape matrices during a particular time of the year; the
summary result is a yearly average of the overall fish densities observed on the
landscape.
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Serial Model

Parallel Model

i niti alizat io n {
o pe n fi les to writ e ;
assign mask ;

i nit iali zation {
(rank==O ) open files to write ;
(rank==O ) all mask off;
(rankl =O ) mask only based on proc_wo rk_are a ;

for loop (ye ar input) {
updat e LT L dat a ;
fish_run code {
fis h mo vement ;
fish aging;
rep ro duction, et c. ;

for loop (year input) {
update LTL data;
(rank==O ) {
re ceive and combine results ;
writ e yearly result s ;

write yea rly results ;

write ave rage result s ;
e nd ;

(rank! =O ) {
fish_run code (as in se rial model ) ;
send results to rank 0 ;

write average result s ;
end;

Figure 5. Pseudo-code with differences between the serial and parallel ALFISH
models.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are four fish functional groups or categories
represented in a landscape matrix. Each element of the matrix contains an array of fish
densities whose length is given by the number of age classes. The update in Fish
Movement Between Cells step (see Figure 2) inside the f i sh_run code is done

individually on each age class, though the movement is determined based on the fish
density values in the neighboring cells for all ages. Thus, in order to fully parallelize the
ALFISH model, it is imperative to set up the communication between neighboring
processors before this step. This is not done in the current parallel ALFISH model. The
current model reflects a simple collection effort by the master to gather all the slaves'
results and combine them for a final summary.
The pseudo-code detailing the MPI implementation and timing is shown in Figure
6. The tasks defined within the body of the code (i.e., inside the for loop) are divided
into two parts: master process tasks and slave processes tasks.
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Ins i de the f o r l o op {
updat e L T L dat a ;

h arr i e r ( MP I_B arr i e r ) ;
( r ank • •O ) {
mil a (as many numb er o f processors - l) {
r e c ei�re pr oc_worJ.::_are a f r ccru. axry p r oc e ssor UIP I_Re c"'· :• ;
s et up th.e b ig buf f e r b as ed on p r o c_work_ar ea ;
r e c eive the bi g bu f f e r data ( MP I_Recv ) ;
di str ibute dat a 011 their ri ght p l ace ;

.,
**
*

}

( r ank ! =0 ) {

fi sh_run code ;
ext r act. dat a a1·,d f il l int o the big l:11..t f f e t· ;
send pr o c_T.Jo rk_ar e a t o r ank O ( MP I_Send ) ;
send tJ1e bi g buf f e r data t o rank O (HP I_Send ) ;

}
( :r ank • =O )

*
*

write yearly file ;

Note : B l ack font = T imed as no rm.al p r o ces s time
-- B lue f ont = T im.ed as c o:tll.lllUni cat i on t i!lle
Re d f ont:. = Idl e t im.e ( not t ime d )

*•

Figure 6. Message passing and timing details in the parallel ALFISH model.

Slave processes, after executing the f i sh_run code, set up a buffer (memory

space) in which to store the data. The buffer size is the size of data they are going to send,

i.e., the total number of cells managed by each slave multiplied by six, as there are six
landscape matrices to send. This number of landscape matrices depends on how many
and what types of fish density information are required on output, e.g., total fish, fish
available for wading birds, fish in ponds or in marsh only, etc. To avoid having the
master process handle various sizes of received data, the model uses a fixed buffer size of
1 00,000 (the number of data elements) x 4 bytes (the size of a floating_-point number) adequate space to accommodate even six times the largest total number of cells. If the
breakdown scenario (Table 1 ) changes, the maximum buffer size should change as well.
This data buffer is filled with the values extracted from each of the six landscape
matrices. Area-mask and general-mask settings, as well as the maximum and minimum x
and y-axis coordinates of the landscape matrices (all of which are stored in the
proc_work_area array), facilitate data extraction.
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Once the buffer is ready, the slave sends the proc_work_area array first. This
acts as a handshake to the master informing it of the protocol for the large amount of data
that is to come. After the master acknowledges its proc_work_area, the slave send s
the actual big buffer data prepared earlier. By using the slave's proc_work_area, the
master has sufficient information to distribute and disperse the data correctly .
The master has less time to perform simulation computation, as it spends the most
communication time among processes. While slave processes are busy executing the
f i sh_run code, the master process will block on the MPI_Recv call, waiting and
expecting any slave processes to send their proces s_work_area array. Once a slave
sends its pro c_work_area, the master prepares a large buffer or memory space based
on the proc_work_area specification and then receives the data. After completing the
data transfer, the master distributes the data. This is done again with the help of
proc_work_area specification, as data from one slave must be distributed differently
from the data of any other slave. Once data distribution is complete, the master process
blocks again and waits for the next slave . The master continues this cycle until all slaves
are serviced.
To prevent a slave from finishing the loop early and coming back for a second
time, the synchronization tool MPI_Barr ier is placed after the Update Lower Trophic
Level Data step (see Figure 2 and 6). This ensures all processes finish their parts before

starting the next time step or loop. The timing procedure shown in red and blue fonts in
Figure 4 is implemented using the MPI_Wt ime. The subsequent results are used to
compare the master-slave behavior of the parallel ALFISH model when executed on
different architectures. However, most importantly, they serve to show that the parallel
model has a much shorter elapsed time than the serial version.
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3.4 Parallel Model Limitations
The first obvious limitation is that the model can only handle six Everglades sub-region
areas at a time. If the model were able to handle more areas, this would mean
proc_work_area (integer) array would need to be extended. The degree of
- parallelism is currently set to 14 processes to accommodate available machine
architecture configuration and programming environments. While reducing parallelism
can be easily achieved by assigning no data to some processors, increasing the level of
parallelism would require making additional code modifications. Lastly, the model is not
totally parallelized because slaves are only sending results to the master-slaves are not
allowed to communicate with each other.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
4.1 Computing Environment
A new computing infrastructure project called the Scalable Intracampus Research Grid
(SlnRG) is currently being deployed at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. This
project will mirror the underlying technologies and the interdisciplinary research
collaborations that are characteristic of the emerging national technology grid. SlnRG's
primary purpose and a more detailed description of its technology are discussed in [9].
The main building block of the SlnRG architecture is called a Grid Service
Cluster (GSC). A GSC is an ensemble of hardware and software that is constructed and
administered by a single workgroup, but is also optimized to make its resources easily
available for use by the grid-enabled applications of that group and others. As the
component architecture of SlnRG, each cluster will directly connect the desktops of the
workgroup members to each other and to a set of resources dedicated to supporting their
portion of the SlnRG infrastructure.
By making use of these novel computational resources, not only can the ALFISH
model be verified for correctness and have its performance compared with the original
serial version, but it also can be used to show how portable a LAM-MPI implementation
can be across two different architectures.
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Portability is the concept of moving a program from one environment to another.
The degree of portability indicates the amount of work needed to get the program to run
in the target environment. High-quality portability (also called performance portability,
or transportability) implies that the product retains a reasonable degree of performance.
The MPI standard is designed to help ensure that high performance is possible across a
number of different parallel platforms.
The two architectures used with the ALFISH model are the GSC alces SMP and
GSC neo cluster. The neo cluster maintained by the Department of Computer Science is a
Sun 220R Enterprise cluster of 1 6 Sun Ultra Spare-II 64-bit RISC processors. Each node
in the cluster consists of a dual processor connected via a 1 Gbit Ethernet connection.
Each node has 51 2MB of memory with 4MB L2 cache and a processor speed of 450MHz
running under the Solaris 7 .0 Operating System.
The alces SMP (Symmetric Multi-Processor) maintained in the Department of
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology (EEB) is a Sun Enterprise 4500 cluster of 1 4
processors and 1 0GB of memory. The SMP is a unique GSC in the SlnRG architecture
in that it has only one address on the grid. It is connected to SlnRG through a 1 Gbit
Ethernet interface, and its 1 4 processors are connected to each other via a 3.2GB/s
backplane. Each alces processor is a 400MHz Sun Ultra Spare II processor with an 8MB
external cache, running under the Solaris 7 .0 Operating System.
A good feature of LAM-MPI used with the parallel ALFISH model, is that LAM
MPI fully supports SMP architectures and guarantees that each processor on the SMP
will only run one process at any one time. This feature is implicitly implemented in neo
since that cluster consists of separate (distributed) nodes. Complete descriptions of both
clusters can be found on the SlnRG website [9] .
A simple observation can be made of the alces and neo GSCs. Although each neo
processor is slightly faster than that of the alces, the alces communication interface
between processors is 3.2 times faster. It is true that several factors can affect the
performance of each cluster's execution of the ALFISH model (parallel and serial
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versions). However, these fundamental differences in process speed and communication
rates can be used to roughly explain why one architecture performs better, in terms of
elapsed run-time.

4.2 Scenario Comparisons and Analysis
The first verification of the accuracy of the parallel version of the ALFISH model is to
determine whether the resulting fish densities throughout the Everglades map are
comparable to those of the serial version. There are two hydrology data scenarios that
were run and compared: F2050 and AltD 1 3R.

These scenarios provide different

variations of the hydrology data throughout the 3 1 years of a simulation run, starting
from January 1 , 1 965 to December 3 1 , 1 995. F2050 is a standard base scenario, which
uses water data based on the 1 965 to 1 995 climatic record as well as the sea level, land
use, vegetation and population projected for the year 2050. It also includes all of the
previously legislated structural changes for the water control measures. AltD 1 3R (also
written AD 1 3R) is an alternative water management testing scenario, which is intended
to have an increased hydro-period in many areas, thus allowing the fish population to
reach higher densities than that of the base scenario [6] .
Figure 7 illustrates the comparison of both total marsh and pond fish densities
between the ALFISH serial and parallel models for the F2050 scenario, while Figure 8
shows the corresponding results for the AltD 1 3R scenario.

The results show the

difference in fish densities to be mostly less than the acceptable margin of 1 % when
averaged over the entire region and the entire 3 1 -year time period. The average percent
differences, normalized with the original (serial) model, are 0.76% (Fish in Marsh) and
0. 1 6% (Fish in Pond) for AltD 1 3R, and 1 . 1 2% (Fish in Marsh) and 0. 1 7% (Fish in Pond)
for F2050. In general, the parallel version produced lower fish densities compared to that
of the serial, which can be explained by the fact that the parallel version prohibits fish
movement between sub-regions.

In Figures 9 and 1 0, the effect of this restricted

movement can be clearly observed. These figures show the spatial comparisons of
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average (mean) total fish densities across the Everglades landscape on January I and
October I for the F2050 scenario. Similarly, Figures 11 and 12 show the corresponding
fish density comparisons for the AltD 13R scenario.
Since the parallel ALFISH model does not allow communication between the
assigned sub-regions during the Fish Movement Between Cells step (see Figure 2),
implying that no fish can cross the sub-region boundary, the fish density discrepancies
mostly occur on the perimeter of each sub-region. The four sets of mean fish density
maps (Fig. 9-12) clearly illustrate this. However, more importantly, runs of both
scenarios on the alces and neo GSCs produced the same result for each respective case .

4.3 Performance Comparisons and Analysis
In terms of execution speed (measured in hours of elapsed run-time), the parallel version
is substantially faster than the serial. On average, the parallel code is more than 4 times
faster than its serial counterpart. Table 2 illustrates this result. However, a more detailed
look at process time yields an interesting trend.
Figure 13 shows that the neo cluster executes 1.67 times faster (in terms of
elapsed time) than the alces SMP for both scenarios. Also, it can be observed that since
the AltD l 3R scenario produces higher fish density values than the F2050 scenario 2 , it
yields a much longer elapsed run-time.

Results from both machines reflected this

finding. Both clusters (neo and alces) produce relatively smooth linear elapsed time
curves.
It is important to note that each dual processor of the neo cluster allows
simultaneous execution of an ALFISH-spawned task and other competing user of system
tasks on a node. This is certainly not the case for a single processor node of the alces
cluster.

2

Most likely due to more wet cells in the hydrology data.
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Table 2. Elapsed time (in hours) for the ALFISH model using different scenarios
and machines.
Scenario
F2050
AltD13R

Neo - parallel
4.9
5.6

Akes - parallel
8.2
9.2

Neo - serial
22.2
25.5

Akes - serial
32.0
4 1.6

Figure 14 and 15 show the monthly breakdown of the alces SMP process time
with the F2050 scenario. On average, October is localized peak fish activity month and
thus more computational time is attributed (on each processor) to that month in each
simulation year. The trend is similar for the neo cluster.
As the communication time appears to be similar for both machines (neo and
alces) and both scenarios, it is difficult to compare individual processor performance.
The exception is the master processor. The master processor (PO) is expected to spend
more time in communication activity than in data processing, but the result shows the
allotted time for communication to be comparably small (see Figure 16). As predicted,
POon the neo cluster consumes less process time than that of alces, while the alces SMP
requires less time in communication due to the high-speed backplane facilitating shared
memory between processors.
Most of the process time in PO is spent merging results and writing output. As
shown in Figures 14 and 15, it is apparent that such processing is much less time
consuming than the ordinary slave tasks defined in Section 3.3. Further, with the task of
receiving results from other processors, POshould have the highest communication time
among other processes (slaves). Yet Figure 16 still reveals that POcommunication times
are below 50% of the corresponding process times and hence clearly indicates that
communication is not a bottleneck for the current ALFISH model.
It is interesting to note that P 12 and P5 have among the highest processing times
on the alces SMP for the F2050 scenario. This phenomenon may be attributed to the
large simulation area of high fish activity assigned to Pl2. Further investigations are
needed to verify this claim.
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Initially, one might assume that processing time is directly correlated with the
number of assigned cells (per processor). However, a comparison plot of processor area
assignments and elapsed time (see Figure 17) certainly does not reflect this assumption.
Some processors have shorter elapsed time than other processors with smaller area
assignments. For example, P9 is assigned the second largest simulation area (7,284
number of cells) but has a shorter elapsed time than that of P5, which is assigned almost
2 ,500 fewer cells. This indicates there are other factors that drive (or predict) the
simulation elapsed time.
Based on elapsed times of each processor, we can further hypothesize that the
ALFISH model is highly dependent on the given hydrology data scenario or, in other
words, it is data-driven. Figures 1 8 through 2 1 attempt to show that there is a definite
correlation between elapsed time on each processor within both machines (neo and alces)
and the hydrology data for both scenarios (F2050 and AltD 13R) .
Since there are numerous state transitions of the landscape matrix cells in the
hydrology data, it is represented in a simplified form. Namely, the graphs take into
account the yearly wet cell days for each cell area assigned to each respective processor .
It is predicted that if a cell is determined to be wet by the hydrology data, then there is
water present and hence there may be fish activity in that cell. This would in tum indicate
a requirement for more computation time.
Figures 18 to 2 1 intuitively depict that the yearly number of wet cell days have
some influence on each of the processors' computation time. However, there are some
discrepancies as well, where some processors still consume considerable computation
time even though they are only assigned to handle a small number of yearly wet cell
days. Hence, one cannot simply rely on the yearly number of wet cell days to estimate
processor time, since there may be other factors involved, such as the transition of a cell
from dry to wet (and vice versa) and water depth.
One assumes that cells, which dynamically change from dry to wet and wet to dry
repeatedly, require more computational time or process time than those, which are
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constantly wet, or ones that are constantly dry. Also, only wet cells of a sufficient water
level can sustain fish growth, thus contributing to a higher computation time. Such
factors are important to consider when it comes to dynamic load balancing the parallel
model for balanced computation times across all processes (SMP or LAN cluster).
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CHAPTER S
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The current parallel ALFISH model compartmentalizes the original serial version,
executing several instances of the model simultaneously on a partitioned landscape
hydrology data. There is no two-way communications between those instances.
By comparing the results between the serial and parallel model, it can be
concluded that the compartmentalization has very little influence on the total or overall
fish densities in the simulation period. The result in terms of locality effect is not
immense; the difference is mostly below 1 %.
Another obvious improvement of the parallel model is a much shorter execution
time, almost 4.5 times faster than that of the serial model. Both models have also been
run on different computing platforms (architectures) to highlight portability and
compatibility issues.
Future wor� could include total parallelization of the model whereby all slave
processes can communicate between each other directly, and not through the master.
Dynamic load balancing is another future consideration, which may require reassignment
of complete or partial sub-regions at different years or months of the simulation.
To fully parallelize the model, it is imperative to consider the set up of the
landscape matrices mentioned in Chapter 2. Since the two-way slave-slave model
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communication occurs on each age class, direct modifications to the landscape matrices
may be inefficient to accommodate. A modification to the simulation steps, namely the

Fish Movement Between Cells (Figure 2) might be necessary.

For example, to

accommodate the sharing of fish density data for each age class among cells on region
boundaries, each processor would need to periodically send and receive messages to and
from all processors owning adjacent regions of the map.

Certainly, the cost of

communication associated with such a modification would be significantly higher.
Similarly, load balancing will require a better understanding of how the model
behaves on different hydrology data. Other behavioral factors mentioned in Chapter 4
( cell transition frequency and water depth) will need more specific consideration.
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Appendix A:
Sub-regions of Everglades map used in ALFISH model
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Figure 22. Sub-regions of Everglades map used in ALFISH model.
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Appendix B:
Using LAM-MPI to run the ALFISH model on SlnRG cluster
The MPI session on both machine clusters (neo and alces) must begin with one and only
one lamboot command. To initiate an MPI session under LAM, type the following at
the unix prompt %
% lamboot -v hos t f i le
The -v is a flag to for the verbose mode which enables (via text messages) the user to
see what stage of the processing LAM is in. The ho s t f i 1 e is a listing of the machines
on which the LAM daemon will be spawned.
For the neo cluster, it will contain:
neo l . s inrg . c s . utk . edu
neo2 . s inrg . c s . utk . edu
neo 3 . s inrg . c s . utk . edu
neo 1 4 . s inrg . c s . utk . edu ;
While on the alces SMP, it will contain:
alces . tiem . utk . edu
alces . t i em . utk . edu
alces . tiem . utk . edu
where one machine name is repeated 14 times. This is because all the nodes (processors)
have the same network hostname, unlike the neo processor where each machine is a
distinct host.
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Sample output for runs on neo and alces are illustrated below:
LAM 6 . 5 . 2 /MPI 2 C + + / ROMIO - Univers i ty o f No tre Dame
Executing hbo ot

on nO

( neol . s inrg . c s . utk . edu

-

1

CPU ) . . .

Executing hbo ot

on nl

( neo2 . s inrg . c s . utk . edu

-

1

C PU ) . . .

Exe cut ing hboot

on n2

( neo3 . s inrg . c s . utk . edu

-

1

CPU ) . . .

Execut ing hbo ot on n13
topol ogy done

( neo14 . s inrg . c s . utk . edu - 1 CPU ) . . .

LAM 6 . 5 . 2 /MPI 2 C++ /ROMIO - Univers i ty of No t re Dame
Execut ing

hbo ot

on

nO

( alces . t i em . u tk . edu

-

14

C PUs ) . . .

topol ogy done

After LAM booting is completed, the ALFISH model can be run by issuing
% mp i run C f i sh

where f i sh is the ALFISH model binary file, and % is the Unix command prompt.
The C flag is applicable to both neo and alces machines in that LAM assures that only
one processor will be executed on each processor node. This is especially important for
the alces SMP, as this particular LAM flag is specifically suited for SMP-based
architectures.

On the neo cluster however, one might prefer to use lower-level

commands to specify target machines for the simulations. For example,
% mpi run n0 - 1 3 f i sh

will specify that each of the 14 ranks (or processes) created by the LAM-MPI program
will be assigned to a unique neo node (or processor) without any overlap.
The LAM-MPI homepage (http://www.lam-mpi.org/) describes many other options,
which can be specified for LAM-MPI program execution.
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Appendix C: Specifying the Level of Parallelization Degree
and Area Assignment in the ALFISH model
The assignment of areas to processors is accomplished via an input file called
proc . conf ig. Just like any other input file originally used by the serial version,. this
additional input file is editable and in the format of a plain text file. The default content
of the file is shown below:

*
0
1
2
3

4
5

7

6

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

5
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6

7

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

9 10 11 12 13
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

Column numbers 1 to 13 represent slave processor numbers P l to P 13 and row numbers
0 to 25 are the area mask numbers of the Everglades landscape as designated in Appendix
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A. However, the mapping here is slightly different; 0 corresponds to area 1 in the map, 1
corresponds to 2 and so on.
The O and 1 values in the table represent whether the particular processor is responsible
for the Everglades area corresponding to the area mask number.

From the

proc . conf ig list file, it can be seen that P l is in charge of area 0, P2 is in charge of
area 1 , and so on, but more interestingly some processors are in charge of more than one
area, e.g., P9 is in charge of three areas: 1 8, 2 1 , 22. As a rule of thumb, it is more
desirable to assign adjacent areas to the same processor for the reason of localizing the
respective processor's working area, though ideally one processor should only work on
one area.
If an invalid assignment is found, such as when two or more of the same areas have been
assigned to different slave processes, the ALFISH model will automatically abort the
execution and print an error message.
However, cases in which a processor is not assigned any area or where certain areas
should not be assigned to any process are not considered invalid assignments. Areas that
do not get assigned to any process simply imply that there are no fish activities in those
areas and hence do not impact the simulation. Certainly this can save processor time.
The case in which a processor is not assigned any work has more to do with specifying
the degree of parallelism, which will be explained below.
The current degree of parallelism of the ALFISH model exploits 14 processors, though
practically it has only 1 3 slave processors that can be assigned areas, since the master
process PO is not responsible for any particular area.
The degree of parallelism of the model can certainly be reduced by not assigning any area
to one particular processor. For example assigning zero values to column 1 3 will exclude
P l 3 from the run. However, this will increase the load of the other processors. Presently,
no modification to the ALFISH code is necessary when the degree of parallelism is
reduced. The process will still get forked but it will not do any computation during the
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run. To prevent it from even getting forked or created, a modification to the hos t f i l e
prior to booting LAM-MPI is necessary.
The following invocation at the Unix prompt (%) will run the program at a lower degree
of parallelism without changing the ho s t f i l e .
% mp irun -np N f i sh

The -np flag here specifies the number of processes to invoke, where 0 < N � 14.
Increasing the degree of parallelism is more problematic. Scheduling more than 14
processes on the alces SMP would require code modification as file 1/0 is somewhat
hard-coded for 14 processors or less. The required modifications, however, are not
extensive. It is also important to note that the Everglades sub-regions map consists only
of 26 area masks, and therefore scheduling more than 26 processes will require further
partitioning of the current sub-regions.
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